Primary 6 and 7 Learning From Home
Literacy

Numeracy and Maths

Writing



 Crazy writing
Give yourself ten minutes to write a list
where anything goes... I wish...I was a
lion flying through the breeze, I wish...
 Using adjectives:
Describe your perfect place, describe
what it looks like, feels like, sounds like.
Use adjectives to create an atmosphere.
 Create a character
Create a character to add to a book or
game, describe him/her. Think about tiny
details that give hints about personality.
Likes, dislikes, consider punctuation.





Times tables
Create a game to help you work on
perfecting those tables!
Write down the rules and play the game
with someone at home.
Plan a party for up to or including ten
people. Your budget is £35.
Create a graph or table of your choice
identifying how many, what colour of cars
that go past your window in a 30min
period. You could change this to birds or
people if you wished.

Health and Wellbeing

IDL and Ex Arts


Plan a balanced healthy day of eating for
your family.
Take 2minutes!
Take two minutes to concentrate on
breathing.




Keep moving by trying out some of Joe
Wick’s 5 Minute Moves.

Can you draw a map of
your local area?
Highlight interesting
landmarks.
Get sketching... Choose
a photograph, picture
or view and draw it.
Invent something new...
draw and label your
invention.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3LPrhI
0v-w

Extra
Uninterrupted free writing
Thoughts, feelings, poetry, reports etc.
Reading
 Read for enjoyment for 30 mins a
day.
 Think of alternative ending to a
story of your choice. You could
draw/write what happens next.
 Be a book detective, write down 5-10
words and find out what they mean,

Number skills
Counting backwards in 2s 3s and 5s and 10s.
Pick a number to begin from between 20 –
500.
Find the factors and multiples for the
following numbers, choose a set that suit you.
A) 36 48 72 54 63
B) 12 9 16 24 15
C) 144 81 100 121

Friendship and Kindness
Do something kind for someone, a selfless
act.
Help around the house by setting the table,
making your bed and putting toys away.

Things to do everyday
-Have a walk outdoors
- Play a board game or
complete a puzzle
- Help prepare your meals

